
A Wife And Mother 

Some general information about the point system 

Good Wife: The faithful wife route, which will have its own events, reward and ending. The lesbian 
route is compatible with it (except with Ellie and Patricia). 

Filthy: The cheating wife route. Sophia needs to be more filthy than good wife for the Dylan, Sam, Ellie 
and Patricia routes as well! Sophia can get filthy points with Ellie and Patricia but not with the other female 
characters. 

Lesbian Temptation: You can get lesbian points with all female characters except Ellie and Patricia, 
who are very special female characters, as you can understand! 

 

Day 1 (Sunday) (Playable Day 1/30!) 
The drive from the airport to the new home (Intro) 

Sophia allows Dylan to sit on her lap: Dylan +1 

Sophia holds on to Dylan’s hip during the ride: Dylan +1 

Sophia and her family see their new house, meet their old friends Neil and Amber (who are their neighbors 
now), and their two kids Sam and Julia, who have grown much older. The Parkers have known them since 
they were little kids.  

 

 

Day 2 (Monday) (Playable Day 2/30!) 
(Morning) 

The mover event 



1) The doorbell rings and Sophia can decide to stay in her nightwear or put a sports suit on. This will have 
a small effect on the dialogue at breakfast with the movers later and also on her thoughts after the shower. 

2) After the shower Sophia is surprised by two of the movers (Ivan and Marcus) in the upstairs hallway with 
her bathrobe opened. 

She can react relaxed and get Filthy +1 or react furious and get Good Wife +1 

3) If Sophia reacted relaxed: after looking at the ad in the home office, Sophia has the option to invite them 
for breakfast. 

4) During the breakfast the movers, primarily Ivan, start gradually flirting with Sophia. 

She can thank Ivan for his first “compliment” and get Filthy +1 or stop this kind of conversation 

immediately and get Good Wife +1. 

5) Then Ellie appears in just her panties and shirt. The movers are staring at her. If Sophia didn’t accept 
Ivan’s first flirt, she will kick the guys out of her house. Otherwise the breakfast continues. 

6) Ivan flirts again with Sophia. Ellie draws attention to that. 

Sophia agrees with Ellie and ends the conversation (the movers leave): Good Wife +1 

Sophia disagrees with Ellie (breakfast with the movers continues): Filthy +1 

7) Sophia answers Ivan’s intimate questions: Filthy +1 

Sophia thinks these questions are too intimate (the movers leave): Good Wife +1 

Either way Sophia will tell them to go in the end. 

 

The appointment with principal Johnson, Sophia’s new boss 

1) Sophia allows Mr. Johnson to embrace her and gets Filthy +1. 

Or she declines and gets Good Wife +1 

2) If Sophia allowed him to embrace her he will caress her back. She can stop him and get Good Wife +1 

or endure a little longer and get Filthy +1. 

Sophia will stop him automatically after he slides his finger in her pants.  

 

In the city with Patricia 

1) After Patricia has pranked her sister in the changing room in the first shop, she will ask her if she thinks 
she’s got a bomb body. If Sophia changes the subject, she gets Good Wife +1. If Sophia tells her sister 

that she’s got a beautiful, sexy body, she gets Filthy +1 and Patricia +1. 



2) On their way to Claire’s beauty parlor, they are passing the museum and meet the two college students, 
Jason and Haru, who ask for their phone numbers. If Sophia and Patricia give them, Sophia gets Filthy +1 

and they’ll meet again later. If Sophia refuses, she’ll just get Good Wife +1. 

3) If they gave them their phone numbers, Patricia asks Sophia afterwards if she would do them if she was 
still in college. Sophia can say maybe and get Filthy +1 or say definitely no and get Good Wife +1. 

4) Sophia meets Claire (her new hairdresser) and her daughter Marie. 

 

(Noon) 

Sam helps Sophia to find her car key. Sophia is happy and can thank him warmly. For that she’ll just get 
Good Wife +1 and will go shopping alone. 

Or she thanks him and caresses his cheek. Then she’ll get Sam +1 and Sam will offer to help her with the 
shopping. 

After the shopping if Sophia compliments Sam on how strong he is, she’ll get Sam +1. 

If Sophia is very grateful for Sam’s help and kisses him on his cheek, she’ll get Sam +2. After that she can 

admit that she also liked spending some time with him. For that Sophia will get Sam +1. 

 

When Sophia picks up Ellie from her dance class, she’ll meet her dancing teacher and her three new friends 
Christine, Melanie and Elena. 

 

Playing basketball with Dylan and Sam in the driveway 

1) If Sophia accepts playing a game with them, she’ll get Sam +1 and Dylan +1. 

2) Sophia allows Sam’s hand on her hip: Sam +1 

3) Sophia allows Dylan’s hand on her hip: Dylan +1 

4) Sophia tolerates Sam’s penis slightly pressing against her buttcheek: Sam +1 

5) Then Sam also puts his hand on Sophia’s hip. If Sophia’s got 8 relationship points with Sam, she can keep 
on playing and get Sam +2 and Filthy +2. 

Or she stops the game and sets some limits. She’ll get Good Wife +2 for that. 

6) If Sophia tolerated everything she’ll talk with Sam after the game. She can rebuke him for his touches 
and get Good Wife +2. Or she can be cool with his touches and get Sam +2 and Filthy +2. 

 



(Afternoon) 

Sophia talks on the phone with Nathalie, a young student who wants to work as a maid for her. Sophia 
invites her to come by on Wednesday noon. 

 

Changing for the restaurant 

1) If Sophia asks Dylan for help with her dress: Dylan +1. If she waits for her husband to help her, she’ll 

get Good Wife +1. 

2) Sophia pulls the strap down a little bit and gets Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. 

If not, she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

 

Modeling for husband 

Sophia automatically gets Good Wife +3. 

 

 

Day 3 (Tuesday) (Playable Day 3/30!) 
(Morning) 

1) Sophia’s collecting the laundry in the rooms when the doorbell rings. She meets the old postman Mr. 
Murray. 
2) When she’s collecting the laundry in Dylan’s room, she finds some dirty magazines in his drawer. She can 
close the drawer and get Good Wife +1 or look at the magazines more closely and get Filthy +1. 

2) At her husband’s office she can ask him to relax in the park together and get Good Wife +5, or say 
goodbye and get nothing. 

 

(Noon) 

Swinging with Dylan in the backyard 

1) Sophia pushes Dylan on the swing and gets Dylan +1. Or not and Sophia goes back into the house. 

2) Then Dylan asks if he can also push her on the swing. Yes: Dylan +1. No: Sophia goes back into the 
house. 



3) Then Dylan touches her bottom to give her a push. If Sophia’s got min. 7 relationship points with him, 
she can remain silent and let him continue. She’ll get Dylan +2 and Filthy +2. 

Or she stops him immediately and gets Good Wife +2. 

4) At the end Dylan gives his mom’s bottom a brief squeeze. Sophia tells him to stop. If she reacts with 
more understanding, she’ll get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. 

Or she can yell at him and get Good Wife +1. 

 

Alyssa Price picks up Dylan 

1) While Alyssa talks to the boys, Sophia can take the opportunity and take a closer look at her. She’ll get 
Lesbian Temptation +1. 

2) If she gives Alyssa a compliment, she’ll again get Lesbian Temptation +1. That decision is important 
for Sophia’s relationship with her! 

It turns out that Alyssa’s son Zac is one of Sophia’s new students. 

 

Sam’s music lesson at his house 

1) Sophia has some issues positioning the guitar because of her bust size. If she tells Sam about that she’ll 
get Sam +1 and Filthy +1. 

If she doesn’t tell him the truth and keeps positioning the guitar herself, she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

2) If Sophia’s got min. 13 relationship points with Sam she could tease him a little bit concerning her breasts. 
She’ll get Sam +1 and Filthy +1. 

Otherwise she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

3) Sophia tells Sam about her weakness in high school for guys in bands: Sam +1. 

4) If Sophia asks Sam to show her the cello, she’ll go upstairs in his room with him. 

Sam asks Sophia to sit right behind her to show her how to bow. 

If Sophia allows it she’ll get Sam +2 and Filthy +2. If she refuses, she’ll get Good Wife +2. 

5) At the end Sophia can ask Sam to stay sitting behind her and get Sam +2 and Filthy +2. 

Or she stands up and gets Good Wife +2. 

 

 



(Afternoon) 

At the pool with Ellie 

1) Ellie tells her mom that she always thought she’s hot. Sophia can thank her for that compliment and get 
Ellie +1. Or change the subject and get nothing. 

2) Ellie asks her mom to put some lotion on her back. If Sophia thanked her daughter for her compliment, 
she has the option to untie Ellie’s bikini top and get Ellie +1. If she doesn’t do it, they will just have a usual 
conversation and nothing more happens. 

3) If Sophia untied Ellie’s bikini top, Ellie asks her to rub in the lotion on her buttcheeks and get Ellie +2. 

 

In the gym with Patricia 

Before setting off to the fitness center, Patricia gives Sophia a pepper spray in the car.  

1) Sophia tells Patricia which one of the guys she likes the most and gets Filthy +1. Or she doesn’t answer 

such a question and gets Good Wife +1. 

2) Gym instructor Ryan helps Sophia with her abdominal workout. 

He touches her lower back and if Sophia has at least as many Filthy as Good Wife points, she can decide to 
stay silent and get Filthy +1 or say something and get Good Wife +1 

 

Sophia meets Vicky, a young student who’s working as an instructor in that gym. 

 

3) In the shower room after the workout. Sophia wants to take the shampoo from her sister. 

If Sophia has at least as many Filthy as Good Wife points, she can decide to go without putting her towel 
on and get Filthy +1. When the gym guys suddenly enter the shower room, Sophia can decide to try to 
run back to her own shower stall or hide in her sister’s stall. If she tries to run to her own stall, the guys will 
block her way first and see her naked. 

Or she can put her towel on and get Good Wife +1. The gym guys enter the shower room and Sophia 
runs angrily into her shower stall. 

 

4) If Sophia hid in her sister’s stall, Patricia will ask her afterwards in the changing room if it was really that 
bad to be with her like that in her shower stall. Sophia can say it was bad and get Good Wife +1. 

Or she can tell her it wasn’t that bad and get Patricia +1 and Filthy +1. 



5) Then if Sophia has min. 2 relationship points with Patricia, she can tell her that her breasts look firm and 
get Patricia +2. 

Or she doesn’t answer her and gets nothing. 

 

(Night) 

Sophia wakes up in the night and goes down to the kitchen to drink some water. 

If Sophia tolerated Dylan’s ass groping on the swing, he will masturbate in the night. Sophia hears sounds 
and can decide to go check it out or not. If she does, it will sound like her son is masturbating and thinking 
of how he touched her butt on the swing. 

 

 

Day 4 (Wednesday) (Playable Day 4.1/30!) 
(Morning) 

1) Sophia wakes up and needs to go to the bathroom. She gets a message on her smartphone and can 
decide to take the phone with her or leave it and check the message later. If she takes the phone with her, 
she’ll put it in her pants pocket. 

2) Liam’s showering in the bathroom and doesn’t hear Sophia knocking. She wants to use her kid’s bathroom 
but Dylan’s showering in there. He offers to unlock the door so that she can use the toilet. 

If Sophia has min. 10 relationship points with Dylan, she can decide to do it or not. Otherwise she just 
refuses and waits until he’s finished. Nothing more happens then. 

If she enters, she’ll get Dylan +1. 

3) If Sophia enters the bathroom without her smartphone, then nothing will happen and she leaves again 
after she’s finished. 

If she enters the bathroom with her smartphone in her pants pocket, then it’ll fall out when she pulls her 
pants down. 

Sophia can leave it and ask Dylan to give it to her afterwards. Then she’ll leave the bathroom. 

Or she can try to find it carefully (feel for it on the floor). 

4) If she tries to find it, she’ll accidently see her naked son under the shower standing with his back to her. 
She can look away immediately, grab the phone and get the hell out of the bathroom. 



Or she can stare at him for a moment and get Dylan +1. Then she’ll suddenly see a little bit of his dick, 
look away, and grab her phone and leave the bathroom quickly. 

 

After leaving the bathroom Sophia walks to her bedroom and on the way, she notices that Dylan didn’t lock 
the door again. She can remind him or leave it be. This decision will have an important impact on the further 
course of the story!!! 

If she leaves it be, then Ellie will walk in shortly afterwards, shout at him angrily and get really mad. 

 

The first break at Northtown High School 

1) On her way to the faculty lounge, Sophia meets the janitor, Mr. Clark. 

2) In the faculty lounge Sophia meets Dylan’s history teacher, Luke Bennett. 

3) On her way to the Mexican diner, Sophia passes two shady-looking characters who yell some pickup lines 
at her. 

If Sophia has more Filthy than Good Wife points, she has the option to react relaxed or annoyed. Otherwise 
she’ll automatically react annoyed. This decision will have an impact on the further course of the story!!! 

 

After Sophia’s biology lesson 

If Sophia complimented Alyssa at her first meeting, she tells her son Zac to give his mom her regards. 

When the students leave the class, Sophia has the option to talk with her student Emma about her situation 
and well-being. This is important for Sophia’s relationship with her! 

 

(Noon) 

Nathalie’s (the new maid) first working day 

1) Nathalie is changing and didn’t close the door completely. 

Sophia can peek inside and get Lesbian Temptation +1. Or just wait until she’s finished with changing. 

2) When Nathalie’s taking off her shirt Sophia can keep watching and get Lesbian Temptation +2. This 
decision is important for Sophia’s relationship with her! Nathalie will turn her head suddenly as if she’s 
noticed her peeking in on her. 

3) Nathalie’s cleaning the living room. 

If Sophia watched Nathalie taking off her shirt, she has the option to quietly look at her while she’s cleaning. 
If she does, Nathalie will notice it and smile at her. Sophia smiles back. 



Right after, Sophia can look at her quietly again and get Lesbian Temptation +1. If she does, she’ll see 
how Nathalie bends down to wipe the dust from a sculpture and will have a great view of her panties. This 
decision is important for Sophia’s relationship with her! 

4) If Sophia watched Nathalie taking off her shirt and saw her panties, she’ll think about her and has the 
feeling that she was teasing her the whole time. 

 

Meeting Alyssa in a coffee shop 

If Sophia complimented Alyssa at their first meeting, she calls her and asks if Sophia would like to meet for 
coffee and chat a bit. Meeting her in the coffee shop will develop their relationship! 

 

 

One week later. 
 

 

Day 11 (Wednesday) (Playable Day 4.2/30!) 
(Noon) 

Vicky calls Sophia and asks to work out together later. 

 

Talking with Dylan in his room 

1) Sophia notices that Dylan is already back from school. She talks with him and finds out that he failed a 
history test. She promises to talk with his teacher Mr. Bennett. 

She also notices a little bruise near his left eyebrow. 

2) If Sophia has min. 12 relationship points with Dylan, she has the option to cheer him up with tickles. 
Otherwise she just says some nice words and goes down to the kitchen. 

3) If she tickles him, he’ll accidently touch the side of her breast and Sophia will accidently touch his penis. 
Sophia will get Dylan +1 afterwards.  

 

Teaching Dylan and Sam how to swim at the pool 

1) For this lesson Sophia has the option to stay in her T-shirt or change into her swimsuit. 



If she stays in her shirt and tries to teach them this way, she’ll fall into the pool at the end. When she comes 
out Dylan and Sam are staring at her completely soaked T-shirt, through which they can see her underwear. 

If Sophia has min. 16 Filthy points, she can ignore their glances and get Dylan +1, Sam +1 and Filthy 
+1. 

Or she can cover herself, growl at them and get Good Wife +1. 

2) Dressed in her bathing suit, Sophia will finally jump into the pool to help the boys when they try to swim 
to her. 

When Sam tries to swim to her the second time, he’ll cling close to her shoulder. If Sophia has min. 19 
relationship points with him, she’ll reach out to touch Sam’s chest to hold him. Otherwise she’ll take his 
hand from her shoulder and push him away slightly. 

If she holds him Dylan has the option to interrupt them or remain silent and keep watching them together. 
This decision is important for Dylan’s attitude towards his mom with other guys! 

If Dylan stays silent, Sam keeps talking with Sophia. He mentions the cello lesson and asks if Sophia regrets 
that he was sitting right behind her. 

Yes: Good Wife +1. No: Filthy +1, Sam +1. 

3) If Dylan watched Sam with his mom talking, he’ll swim to her next, cling to her and press his upper body 
against her breasts. 

If Sophia has min. 14 relationship points with him, she’ll put her hands on his shoulder to calm him down. 
Otherwise she’ll push him away immediately. 

 

(Afternoon) 

On the way to the gym (Vicky) or to the mall 

If Sophia has at least as many Good Wife as Filthy points, she has the option to call her husband and tell 
him about the opera tickets for the evening. 

She could try to persuade him to come home earlier from work and go to the opera with her. 

She’ll get Good Wife +4 for that. 

 

Working out with Vicky in the gym 

1) If Sophia has min. 5 lesbian points, she can’t help but admiring Vicky’s booty while she was showing her 
some gluteal exercises. She can complement her and get Lesbian Temptation +1. Or stay quiet and 
go home shortly afterwards. 

2) Then Vicky asks Sophia what she thinks of her butt. 



If Sophia tells her it’s nice, she’ll get Lesbian Temptation +1. 

3) Vicky asks Sophia to touch her butt. If Sophia does, she’ll get Lesbian Temptation +1. That decision 
is also important for her relationship with Vicky! 

4) Additionally, Vicky asks Sophia to squeeze her buttcheek. 

If she does it she’ll get Lesbian Temptation +2. 

 

(Evening) 

Sophia’s and Liam’s night together 

After the opera, the married couple has oral sex. Sophia gets Good Wife +4 and Filthy -4. 

 

Sophia spends the evening with Ellie 

1) When Ellie goes upstairs to sleep, Sophia flips through the channels until she finds a porn movie. If she 
has min. 17 Filthy points, she can keep watching it and get Filthy +1. 

Or switch it off and get Good Wife +1. 

2) Sophia keeps watching the porn and hears noises coming from the hallway. She can keep watching the 
porn or switch it off. 

If Sophia keeps watching she’ll get caught by Ellie. This will spoil her mood and she’ll go to bed. Otherwise 
Sophia still feels lustful and goes to the shower. Under the shower she thinks of the porn and masturbates 
until Dylan disturbs her.  

3) Lying in bed afterwards, Sophia still thinks about the porn and how she imagined being the girl in the 
video. She gets Filthy +2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 12 (Thursday) (Playable Day 5/30!) 
(Morning) 

Jogging in the park with Patricia 

Patricia surprises Sophia with a visit in the morning and wants to go jogging with her. 

1) They are running their first lap around the park. If the sisters gave the college guys at the museum their 
phone numbers, Patricia will inform Sophia that one of the guys called her and promised that the museum 
tour will take place soon. 

Patricia tells Sophia that it’s kind of exciting to imagine this as a little rendezvous. 

If Sophia has more Filthy than Good Wife points, she can decide to agree with her and get Filthy +1. 

Or disagree and get Good Wife +1. 

2) After the tramps on the bench have harassed the sisters several times, Patricia has an idea of how to get 
back at them. Sophia can go with Patricia’s idea and get Patricia +1. Otherwise they’ll go stretch as normal 
in another place and then go home. 

3) Patricia tells Sophia to join her in the sexy stretching to tease the tramps. If Sophia has min. 4 Filthy 
points, she can accept it. Otherwise they’ll return home. 

Otherwise after some doubts she can decide to join her sister and get Filthy +1 and Patricia +1. 

Or refuse and get Good Wife +1. 

4) If Sophia allows her sister to hold on to her butt, she gets Filthy +1 and Patricia +1. 

Or she takes her hand away and gets Good Wife +1. 

 

(Noon) 

The first side job opportunity in a nursing home 

Sophia looks through the ad and finds an interesting vacancy in a nursing home as sick leave cover. After 
the job interview, she has the option to take the job or refuse. 

If she accepts, she’ll meet the two old gents, Mr. Herman and Mr. Gibbs, with whom she will spend some 
time over the next weeks. 

She has the option to compliment them, which is important for her relationship with them! 

 

 



Ellie and Julia at the pool 

1) After the job interview, Sophia’s relaxing in the backyard (safe haven). She hears some noises from the 
pool area and can have a look-see. If she keeps relaxing, she’ll go to the kitchen right after that. 

2) If Sophia has a look-see, she sees her daughter talking with Julia. 

Sophia could: 

A) Leave them be. Then she goes back relaxing and after that right to the kitchen. 

B) She can go over and say hi to the girls. Then Sophia won’t learn Julia’s secret! But she still has the 
option to jump on the trampoline with Dylan and Sam, who will appear shortly thereafter. 

C) She can secretly eavesdrop on the girls and learn that Julia is a lesbian. This will arouse Sophia’s 
curiosity! 

If Sophia has min. 8 Lesbian Temptation points, she has some special thoughts about how Ellie and 
Julia were touching each other. 

Then Ellie comes up with the idea of trying to set Julia up with her, probably also lesbian, friend Elena. 
And so, she tells her about her. 

Dylan and Sam appear and Ellie disappears with Julia. Sophia has the option to go say hi to the boys 
or go to the kitchen. 

 

Jumping on the trampoline with Dylan and Sam 

1) Sophia walks over to the boys and says hi. Dylan asks her to jump briefly on the trampoline with them. 

2) Sam will try to impress Sophia and try a double back-flip. Sophia can step aside and Sam will fall on the 
mat. Otherwise he will fall right on her butt. 

Sophia can tell Sam to get off immediately and get Good Wife +2. 

Or if she has min. 20 relationship points with him, she can decide to make sure that he’s OK first and get 
Filthy +2 and Sam +2. 

3) If she makes sure that he’s OK, Dylan watches how his friend is lying in that dubious position on his mom 
and has the option to tell him to get the hell off her or remain silent. This decision is important for Dylan’s 
attitude toward his mom with other guys! 

 

Playing a videogame with Dylan and Sam in the living room 

1) Sophia tells the boys that she cooked something. She tries to talk with them but they’re totally under the 
spell of their videogame. If Sophia has more Filthy than Good Wife points, she has some special thoughts 
about that situation. 



2) Sophia has then the option to ask the boys if she could try the videogame herself or just leave them 
alone and go upstairs. 

3) At the end of the level boss fight Sophia has the option to listen to either Sam or Dylan on how to beat 
him. 

Dylan is right, and listening to him will lead to a quick finish, after which Sophia thanks them and goes 
upstairs. 

If she listens to Sam, then Dylan and Sam start struggling over the controller, and each tries to enforce his 
tactic. Sophia has still the chance to pause the game and calm them down. If she keeps on playing, the boys 
will tug so hard on the controller and also Sophia’s extremely tight shirt that it in the end it will burst open 
and expose her bra. 

Sophia covers herself immediately. 

If she has more Filthy than Good Wife points, she has the option of staying seated and talking with the 
boys, getting Dylan +1, Sam +1 and Filthy +1. 

Otherwise she’ll automatically jump up and react furiously, for which she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

 

(Afternoon/Evening) 

Driving to Claire’s for a new haircut 

Sophia can decide to take her car or the subway. 

If she takes her car, she’ll just drive to Claire’s, get a new haircut and nails, and drive back home again. 

If she takes the subway, she’ll enter a totally empty subway station after her visit with Claire. 

A) If Sophia reacted relaxed to the calls of the shady-looking characters near the diner on day 4, she’ll 
wait a little bit and decides to take the bus. 

B) If Sophia reacted annoyed by the shady-looking characters on day 4, they will appear all of a 
sudden and try to rape her. 

Sophia remembers about the pepper spray her sister gave to her, and she can decide when is the 
right moment to use it. She can play along (or not), but when the thug eventually touches her breast, 
she’ll use the spray and escape. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Day 13 (Friday) (Playable Day 6/30!) 
(Morning) 

If Sophia was attacked by the thugs in the subway, she talks with her husband about it. 

Ellie asks Sophia about going shopping together that afternoon. 

 

Literature lesson 

1) Sophia talks to Mr. Bennett in the faculty lounge about her son. She asks him to let him retake the test. 
Mr. Bennett proposes discussing it over dinner. Because the stakes are high for her son (with such a bad 
grade in history he won’t be able to go to college!), Sophia accepts the offer for dinner. 

2) After Sophia’s literature lesson, if Sophia talked with Emma on her very first working day, they also talked 
the other days and got along great. They have an almost friendly relationship now. 

Sophia has the option to invite Emma on the shopping trip with her daughter, so that she could try out a 
new style. If she does, Emma agrees. 

3) Emma leaves and if Sophia was attacked by the thugs in the subway the previous day, she decides what 
to do now. 

A) She can drive right to the police station and report the thugs. Then this storyline ends. 

B) She can call her sister and talk with her first. If Sophia let the thugs touch her breasts, Patricia will 
get mad and tell Sophia not to report them to the police yet. She has something in mind. 

If Sophia used the pepper spray immediately and the thugs didn’t grope her, Patricia will also tell her 
to drive to the police station and report those assholes. 

C) She can do nothing and just forget about it. But this could have consequences! 

 

(Noon) 

Nursing home 1st working day (alternatively) 

Sophia spends some time with the old men and gets to know them better. During their walk through the 
park she can decide if she likes to listen to their stories or if she wants to avoid such a boring conversation. 
Listening to their old stories will develop Sophia’s relationship with the old men! 

 

If Sophia refused the side job at the nursing home she’ll just come home from work and wait for Ellie. 



 

A) Shopping with Ellie 

1) Sophia shares fitting room with Ellie: Ellie +1. 

2) Sophia tells Ellie she looks great in her shirt: Ellie +1.  

3) If Sophia has min. 4 Filthy points, she can tell Ellie that her bra isn’t too tight and get Ellie +1 and Filthy 
+1. 

Or she can tell her it is tight at her bosom and get Good Wife +1. 

4) If Sophia has min. 7 relationship points with Ellie, she can tell her that she looks hot in the underwear and 
get Ellie +2. 

5) If Sophia has min. 8 Lesbian Temptation points, she can secretly peek at Ellie through the mirror and see 
a little bit of her nipple.  

She gets Lesbian Temptation +1 and Ellie +1. 

 

B) Shopping with Ellie and Emma 

1) Sophia shares fitting room with Ellie and Emma: Ellie +1. 

2) Sophia tells Ellie she looks great in her shirt: Ellie +1. 

3) Sophia gets undressed like her daughter to bolster Emma up: Ellie +1. 

4) If Sophia has min. 4 Filthy points, she can tell Ellie that her bra isn’t too tight and get Ellie +1 and Filthy 
+1. 

Or she can tell her it is tight at her bosom and get Good Wife +1. 

5) If Sophia has min. 7 relationship points with Ellie, she can tell her that she looks hot in the underwear and 
get Ellie +2. 

6) Sophia can complement, Emma’s small breasts, which brings her Lesbian Temptation +1. This 
decision also develops their relationship! 

 

(Afternoon) 

Home after shopping 

1) Dylan comes home with two new bruises. 

2) Nathalie meets the whole family. 



3) Sophia talks with Liam about Dylan’s new bruises and about the dinner with Dylan’s teacher. 

 

(Evening) 

Dinner with Mr. Bennett 

1) Mr. Bennett wants another dinner in a more exclusive restaurant. 

Sophia can accept and get Filthy +1. 

Or she can try to find another way for Dylan to repeat the test. She’ll get Good Wife +1 for that. 

2) Outside in front of the restaurant, Mr. Bennett wants to give Sophia a kiss on her cheek as a farewell. 

To accept it Sophia needs min. 22 Filthy points. She’ll get Filthy +1 and this decision is important for how 
far Sophia is willing to go with him for her son! 

Or she can refuse the kiss and get Good Wife +1. 

 

 

Day 14 (Saturday) (Playable Day 7/30!) 
(Morning) 

Showering with Ellie 

Sophia gets woken up by a smartphone message that she’s got a dental appointment at 10:30. She needs 
to hurry. 

1) Ellie is showering in Sophia’s bathroom because Dylan is occupying hers, and she thought Sophia was 
still sleeping. 

Ellie offers to share the shower with her mom to save some time. For that Sophia needs 10 relationship 
points with her. Showering with Ellie will bring Sophia Ellie +1. 

2) Ellie asks her mom if anyone will be home tomorrow forenoon because she wanted to invite Julia and 
another friend of her. 

3) Now if Sophia has min. 23 relationship points with Sam, she’ll talk with Ellie about him. You’ll learn about 
Ellie’s attitude when it comes to boys. That she doesn’t date younger guys and only popular guys! 

If Sophia doesn’t have enough points with Sam, she’ll just try to give Ellie advice on not being so hung up 
on just a guy's appearance and popularity. But Ellie tells her that this is her own decision. 

Both ways are important for the further course of Ellie’s storyline! 



 

Getting ready for the dental appointment 

1) If Sophia didn’t shower with Ellie, she talks with her now in the entrance hall about her pool plans for 
Sunday with Julia (and possibly Elena). 

2) The old postman Mr. Murray meets Ellie and Liam. Dylan he’s already met a few times before. 

 

Bringing Dylan to his soccer match 

1) Sophia passes Dylan’s teammates and greets them. When she keeps on walking the guys watch her go, 
with Darnell leading the way and who seems more than impressed by her. 

Dylan again has the option of being pissed at how Darnell is talking about his mom and pointing it out to 
him, or staying silent. This decision is important for Dylan’s attitude toward his mom with other guys! 

2) If Sophia has shown maximum interest in Alyssa before, she’ll talk with her in private a little bit. 

 

Listening to Neil and Amber talking from the balcony 

Sophia returns from Dylan’s delayed soccer match, and starts to get changed for her sunbathing at the pool. 
She notices that the balcony door is opened. 

When she goes to close it, she notices Neil and Amber talking. If Sophia has more Filthy than Good Wife 
points, she forgets for a moment that she’s just wearing a bra and jeans and can eavesdrop on them briefly 
to find out what's going on. 

If she does, Sam will peek at her from his room. This will be very important for Sam’s storyline! 

 

 

(Noon) 

Sunbathing at the pool 

1) If Sophia has shown maximum interest in Vicky before, she calls her and asks to meet up in the city. 

2) Sophia’s sunbathing in her bikini when Dylan suddenly appears totally unexpectedly. 

She covers herself and goes upstairs to change into her one-piece bathing suit. 

3) After she returns in her one-piece, Dylan tells her that she didn’t have to change and Sophia tries to 
explain to him that she as a mother thinks it would be wrong sunbathing next to her son dressed like that. 
But Dylan still doesn’t understand it. 



If Sophia has 16 relationship points with him, she tries to be understanding about the conversation and 
explains it to him more. 

During the conversation Sophia finds out that her son is totally inexperienced with girls. She can either let 
her husband handle this in a father-son conversation, or she can make a “bikini-deal” with him. This means 
that if he cleans up his room now, she will sunbathe with him on Sunday in a bikini. But she wants to use 
the sunbathing especially for an intimate conversation with him. 

She’ll get Dylan +1 for that. 

 

Meeting Vicky in the city 

(If Sophia refused to meet up with her, she’ll just do a few things in the city and drive back home again.) 

 

1) Vicky suggests trying out a new place. A great spa that also has a gym. 

2) After the workout they get a massage by two nice oriental girls (Zara and Layla). 

Sophia can choose between A) keeping her towel on or B) pulling it down. 

A) If she keeps her towel on, she’ll talk with Vicky while the massage and that’s it. 

B) If she pulls her towel down, Zara introduces herself and they’ll chat a little bit. Then she’ll start to 
 massage Sophia sideways by touching her breasts a little bit. 

1) Sophia can tell her to stop. Then Zara will continue to massaging Sophia’s back again and 
Sophia keeps talking with Vicky. The massage ends then. 

Or she stays silent and lets the girl continue, for which she’ll get Lesbian Temptation +2. 
Zara will tell Sophia to come back soon at the end. 

  

 

(Afternoon) 

Bringing the kids to Carl and Patricia’s mansion 

Back home again, Sophia goes upstairs to tell Dylan that everyone’s already waiting just for him. Depending 
on her decision at the pool earlier on, she’ll see that Dylan’s room is either messy or cleaned. 

 

If Sophia secretly watched Julia with her daughter at the pool on day 12, she’ll notice how cute they’re 
whispering and giggling with each other. 

 



At the mansion, when Patricia leaves the kids, Sophia will have the chance to allow Carl to flirt with her a bit 
by the pool, or she can try to avoid it. This will influence Sophia’s attitude towards him. 

 

(Evening) 

Football evening with husband and Neil (neighbor friend) 

When Sophia returns home, Liam will give her roses and apologizes for having so little time for her the last 
2-3 weeks. If Sophia reacts very flattered/understandingly on that and forgives him, she’ll get Good Wife 
+25 and loses Filthy -25! 

 

They start watching the football game together and Liam asks if his wife wants to drink a glass of vermouth 
with them. 

A) If Sophia refuses, they just watch the game until the end and Neil goes home. Liam feels shitty because 
of the booze and needs to rest. 

Sophia either goes down to watch TV in the living room, or if Patricia wanted to take revenge on the subway 
thugs, she’ll pick her up now. 

B) If Sophia drinks a glass, she’ll feel a little dizzy and cheered up after some time. 

a) If Sophia is filthier than she’s a good wife, she’ll get an idea of how to lighten up the atmosphere 
because their team is about to lose. She goes up to her daughter’s room and changes into her 
cheerleader outfit. 

b) Otherwise the same will happen like above at A) 

After some time, Neil will offer her another glass. 

a) She can refuse. Then she’ll go upstairs and take a shower. After that she’ll meet her husband in 
the bedroom lying on the bed with a splitting headache. 

Sophia either goes down to watch TV in the living room, or if Patricia wanted to take revenge on the 
subway thugs, she’ll pick her up now. 

b) Sophia accepts the second drink. Her husband will try to remind her of her reaction to alcohol. If 
she still wants to drink, her boozy evening continues and will be even more boozy. 

After drinking the second glass, Sophia starts to act more and more uninhibited. Neil touches her thighs to 
“to reassure” her. 

a) Sophia can take his hand off her. Then she’ll go upstairs and take a shower. After that she’ll meet 
her husband in the bedroom lying on the bed with a splitting headache. 

Sophia herself feels shitty and also wants to rest with him. If Patricia wanted to take revenge on the 
subway thugs, she’ll try to pick her sister up. 



 b) Or she doesn’t mind Neil’s touches. 

If Sophia lets him touch her, Neil will slide his hand up to her butt. After a while, Sophia has had enough of 
watching the game and wants to go up to take a shower. Aroused by Sophia’s behavior, Neil will follow her 
after some time. 

Neil will enter the bathroom (the lock is broken, as you can remember), and tries to open Sophia’s bathrobe. 

If she has min. 28 Filthy points she can decide: 

a) To slap him and get Good Wife +2. 

b Or let him and get Filthy +2. 

 Otherwise she’ll give him a slap automatically (Good Wife +2). 

If Sophia lets him continue, he’ll try to tear her bra off. But she will react in time and finally give him a well-
deserved slap! 

This way Sophia also learns that he secretly drugged her, and that’s why she’s been acting and feeling the 
way she has. 

After the shower she’ll return to her bedroom and meet her husband, who’s lying on the bed with a splitting 
headache. Sophia feels shitty herself and also wants to rest with him. If Patricia wanted to take revenge on 
the subway thugs, she’ll try to pick her sister up. 

 

The revenge on the “subway thugs” 

(Only available if Sophia didn’t drink the second glass (or didn’t drink at all, of course)!) 

Sophia can decide: 

A) Sophia, more angry on these guys than afraid of them at this moment, can trust her sister’s plan 
(which she doesn’t even know yet) and go with her to the place where she was assaulted. 

B) Or she can refuse the vigilantism because it’s too dangerous and instead decide that it’s better to 
report them to the police. 

When Sophia returns home, she’ll go to sleep. 

 

Sophia’s relaxing evening 

(Only available if Sophia didn’t drink the second glass (or didn’t drink at all, of course) AND if she won’t go 
with her sister to take revenge on the “subway thugs”!) 

Sophia watches TV and then goes to the backyard, to relax for a few minutes before going to bed. 

She’ll hear Neil and Amber in their backyard. 



A) If Sophia has more Filthy than Good Wife points, she can either go upstairs to her bedroom and secretly 
watch what their friends are up to from the balcony and get Filthy +1. 

B) Or not and get Good Wife +1. 

Otherwise she’ll automatically keep relaxing and then goes to bed Good Wife +1. 

 

Sophia will see what Amber and Neil are really up to and if she has min. 29 Filthy points she can decide: 

a) Give ‘em some privacy and go to sleep. Good Wife +2. 

b) Or keep watching their lovemaking. Filthy +2. 

 Otherwise she’ll automatically go to sleep. Good Wife +2. 

If Sophia has min. 10 lesbian points, she’ll also have some special thoughts. 

 

 

 

Day 15 (Sunday) (Playable Day 8/30!) 
(Morning) 

At the pool with Dylan (If Sophia accepted the bikini deal with him!) 

Patricia brings the kids home. 

After breakfast Sophia, dressed in her bikini, meets Dylan at the pool. If she didn’t accept the bikini deal, 
she’ll just relax in the backyard and read a book. 

1) She can let him put some lotion on her back while they continue their conversation and get Dylan +1 
for that. 

If she decides to just sunbathe and talk with him, she will tell Liam to talk with Dylan and this storyline with 
him ends! 

2) If she lets him open her bikini top at the back: Dylan +1. 

3) Whether or not Sophia lets Dylan open her top, she’ll talk with him after he has put lotion on her back. 

Dylan will ask Sophia to show him how to kiss, to watch her in the morning when she gets dressed and also 
to show him her breasts. Sophia of course declines everything. 

4) If Sophia let Dylan put lotion on her back, he will do the dishes even though they have to drive to his 
soccer game. He will again ask Sophia to show him her breasts but this is of course out of question for her. 



If she offers to at least let him see her in her underwear she’ll get Dylan +1. If she decides to stop this all 
right now, she will tell Liam to talk with Dylan and this storyline with him ends! 

At Dylan’s soccer club 

If Sophia watched Ellie and Julia at the pool on day 12, she can decide now to drive back home and see how 
the meeting with Elena will go. Otherwise she’ll stay and watch Dylan’s game.  

So, if Sophia decides to drive home and Dylan has put lotion on her back at the pool before, Dylan tells her 
it’s OK but he’d like to have a kiss on the cheek for good luck. Of course, it’s just a trick and he kisses her 
on her mouth. Sophia stops him immediately or if she’s got min. 20 relationship points with him, she can 
overlook it and get Dylan +1. 

 

(Noon) + (Afternoon) 

Spying on Ellie, Julia and Elena at the pool 

Here, Elena will offer Ellie a chance to kiss her or Julia, to experience what it feels like kissing a girl.  

A) Ellie kisses Elena: Julia will be disappointed and get together with Elena. 

B) Ellie kisses Julia: Julia will be delighted. Ellie learns that she maybe has more feelings for her best friend 
than she ever thought. She is still not a lesbian but highly probably bi. Julia will confess to Ellie that she 
always had a crush on her (since kindergarten!). Ellie also feels that after that kiss something happened with 
her. She can’t define it now because she’s too confused. But it seems very much that she also fell in love in 
Julia! 

C) Ellie kisses no one: Same as A) 

 

Sophia is about to drive back to Dylan’s football match but could reconsider and stay for doing something 
with her daughter. 

If she stays, she will either go jogging with Ellie in the park or if she’s been with Vicky in the spa the day 
before, she’ll go there with her and Patricia. 

 

At the spa with Ellie and Patricia 

Here, it’ll turn out that the masseuses from the day before, Layla and Zara, don’t work on Sundays and 
Mondays, so two guys, Isaac and Aki (they’re both unimportant for the further story!) are replacing them 
on these days. 

Aki, who massages Ellie, will try to go further and further with her. First touching the sides of her breasts, 
then her butt, and in the end, he’ll be rubbing his dick against her leg. Sophia always has the choice to stop 
him and these decisions will have an effect on Ellie’s character development! 



No matter what decision you make, after the massage the women will go relaxing in the big sauna! 

Some guys (Logan, Kevin and Brayden) will enter the sauna. They’ll ask the women if they can take their 
towels off. If Sophia has min. 10 Filthy points, she could let them and get Filthy +1. Or she can be against 

it and get Good Wife +1 (then nothing else will happen and she will drive to pick up Dylan from his 
game!). 

Next Ellie and Patricia will try to persuade Sophia to take a look at the guys’ dicks. If Sophia has min. 12 
Filthy points, she could do that and get Filthy +1. Or not and get Good Wife +1 (then nothing else will 
happen and she will drive to pick up Dylan from his game!). This decision will also be very important for 
Ellie’s storyline and whether Logan will become her new boyfriend or not! 

Ellie wants to keep it a secret that they are all related! So, they introduce themselves as friends. 

In the end, they guys will have a chat with the women. Sophia will have the choice to tell them that she and 
Patricia are married and get Good Wife +1. Or she can keep that a secret and get Filthy +1. Also this 
decision is very important for Ellies’s further storyline! If Sophia keeps her marriage a secret, the guys 
will offer to meet them at a nightclub the next evening. 

 

Picking up Dylan from his soccer game (After Dylan’s soccer game) 

Depending on some decisions before, Dylan’s team has either won (where most of the credit goes to Dylan) 
or lost!  

 

If Sophia was drunk and high the previous night and she and Patricia couldn’t take revenge on the subway 
thugs (or she refused to do this), she’ll report them to the police now. 

 

 

(Evening) 

Having a relaxing bath 

Sophia and the kids decide to drive to the beach the next day. 

When Sophia is about to relax in the tub, Dylan will knock and tell her that Liam is on the phone and it’s 
very important. If Sophia has 21 relationship points with him, she can let him in. Otherwise she’ll call Liam 
back after her bath. 

If she lets Dylan in at first, she will allow him to pee and then also to take a shower quickly. Dylan will get 
pretty aroused by his naked mom lying in the tub right next to him and he’ll take this opportunity for some 
“hand relief”! Sophia notices that and can snap at him or stay silent and get Dylan +1. 

 



In any case, the Parkers will have a water problem and the public utility will say it will be working again by 
the next morning at the latest. Sophia can now choose to accept that and take a shower the next morning. 
Or she can drive to the high school and use the shower in the girls’ locker room by the gym. 

If she stays at home, Liam will return and talk with Sophia about the plans for the next day (Liam’s boss 
gave him this day off!). Otherwise… 

 

Taking a shower at the high school 

In the locker room she’ll be surprised by the janitor, Mr. Clark, who she already met on Day 4 (her first 
working day). It turns out that he’s got an apartment on the ground floor and no teaching staff is allowed 
to enter the school building after 9:30 p.m. because then it’s his posted property. 

Janitor Clark is very fastidious when it comes to the contract and will threaten to call the police on Sophia. 
But he offers her a way out by keeping him company while showering. Sophia can accept his offer or chance 
it and let him call the cops. 

If Sophia choose the police way, she’ll need to drive to the police station and pay a minor fine. The 
consequences cannot be forecast now! 

If she accepts the janitor’s offer, she’ll shower with him in her underwear. If Sophia has min. 27 Filthy points, 
she could take a look at the janitor while he’s washing his face and get Filthy +1. Or not and get Good 
Wife +1 (then she’ll drive home after the shower and that’s it!). 

Sophia will see that the janitor has a really huge tool between his legs. If she has min. 32 Filthy points, she 
could be mesmerized by that sight and get Filthy +1. Or be disgusted and look away (Good Wife +1). 

If she keeps staring at the janitor’s big friend, he’ll notice that, which will arouse him even more and get him 
to masturbate! In the end he’ll thank Sophia for the pleasure she brought him (involuntarily) and tells her 
that he owes her for that. Of course, Sophia smiles at that but who knows… 

 

In any case, Sophia will talk with Liam about the plans for the next day (Liam’s boss gave him this day off!). 

After that, day 15 ends! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 16 (Monday) (Playable Day 9/30!) 
(Morning) 

Breakfast with Dylan and Sam 

Sophia unexpectedly meets Sam and Dylan in the kitchen, wearing just her tight dressing gown. 

If she is more filthy than good wife, she stays like that and makes coffee. Otherwise she heads upstairs and 
changes. 

If she stays in her tight dressing gown, she will think about teasing the boys a little bit by opening the robe 
a little bit. But she needs min. 30 Filthy points for that decision! 

If she opens her robe, she’ll get Filthy +1 and also Dylan +1 and Sam +1. Otherwise she’ll get Good 
Wife +1. 

 

Aiden and his henchmen 

It turns out that the reason for Dylan’s bruises is a conflict with Sophia’s older students Aiden and André. 
Alyssa’s son Zac is also involved. 

After talking with the principal and the police, she finds out that Aiden’s uncle is a great lawyer named 
Richard Murphy. Sophia understands that there are not many options for what she could do to keep her 
students from harassing Dylan and Zac. Talking with Aiden and his crew seems pointless. Principal Johnson 
will try to reach Aiden’s uncle but it will be very difficult in many ways. 

Aiden demands that Dylan and Zac pay him 200 dollars every school day, to leave them alone. Otherwise 
he and his henchmen will beat the shit out of them. But Aiden offers Sophia a dubious deal. He and André 
will give her 12 assignments and if she passes all of them, he promises that he’ll leave her son and Zac alone 
forever. Her first task will be to not wear a bra at the next lesson. 

Sophia now has two options. Accepting the deal for the moment and play along until she finds a better 
solution. Or rejecting it and sending Dylan to a boarding school in another town (Alyssa will also do that 
with Zac), which will affect Sophia’s storyline with him and also with Alyssa and Zac! 

 

 

With Sam by the pool 

After that tumultuous morning, Sophia decides to relax a little bit at the pool in her bikini. 

All of a sudden Sam shows up at the door and offers his help with mowing the lawn in Sophia’s backyard. 



If Sophia has 25 relationship points with him, she can let him mow the lawn while sunbathing in her bikini 
and get Sam +1. Otherwise she’ll relax in the safe haven while Sam’s mowing the lawn. 

If Sophia sunbathes in her bikini, she’ll have some thoughts about Sam while he’s mowing the lawn and will 
tease him a little bit. 

After Sam finishes the work, he asks Sophia if he can put lotion on her back. Sophia will then tell him to get 
a drink and also bring her a juice. If Sam saw Sophia in her bra on the balcony on day 14, he’ll bring her 
wine and Sophia can decide to drink it or tell him to bring her the juice. Otherwise he brings her a juice 
straight away and after some chatting, he’ll go home. 

If Sophia drinks the Chardonnay, she’ll get more and more relaxed during the conversation and talks with 
Sam about his type of women and girls. After she already talked with Ellie about a relationship between her 
and Sam, she now tells Sam, that she thinks they’d be a sweet couple, but because of Ellie’s confusion and 
preference to date only older sports stars, it’s hopeless. 

Then Sam confesses to Sophia that because he saw her a couple of times in her underwear, he can’t think 
about anything else and can hardly sleep. He admits that Sophia is his dream woman and that he can’t get 
how she looks without a bra out of his head. 

After realizing how weird his confession to Sophia is, Sam regrets that he told her and says he’s sorry. He 
wants to leave but Sophia can stop him and talk with him about his feelings. She’ll get Sam +1 for that. 
Otherwise Sam goes home and Sophia promises herself to never tease him again.  

If Sam stays, she’ll talk with him about what happened and about his feelings. She sees how this thing wears 
him out and if she has min. 30 Filthy points, she’ll think about pulling her bikini top down a little for him 
and showing him some of her areolae. But to really do that she’ll need min. 34 Filthy points and will get 
Sam +2 and Filthy +2 for that and Sam will feel much better afterwards! If she doesn’t do that, she’ll 

get Good Wife +2. 

 

 

(Noon) 

After Sam went home, Sophia will either drive to the nursing home or if she refused to work there on 
day 12, she will look for another side job on the internet. 

 

Looking for another side job (only if she refused working in the nursing home!) 

Sophia finds an attractive ad, where a female college professor and single mother of two is looking for 
someone with a college degree to help her out with important and demanding paperwork. Her name is Ava 
Myers and she invites Sophia to come by on Wednesday. 

 



Nursing home 2nd working day (alternatively) 

Sophia spends some time with Mr. Herman and Mr. Gibbs again. They go for a walk in the park and chat. If 
Sophia acted interested in them the last times, she’ll get along better and better with them. The old gents 
will start asking her more personal questions and she can decide to allow it or not. 

If she wasn’t very interested in the old men before, she’ll just have an ordinary chat with them and just wants 
to get this over with as fast as possible. 

Before driving to the beach 

Sophia talks with Dylan about his conflict with Aiden in the school and depending on how she decided 
before, she tells Dylan either that she’ll handle it or that she’ll temporarily send him to a boarding school. 

Before the journey starts, they have to wait for Ellie, Christine and Julia. 

From here, the further course of events depends on Sophia’s decision from day 4 in the morning. 

If she reminded Dylan to lock the door again after she went out of the kids’ bathroom or she didn’t enter it 
at all, Ellie will return with the girls without bringing Dylan and Sophia something from the burger place. If 
she didn’t remind Dylan to lock the door, Ellie will return with the girls and bring something for them from 
the burger place. 

  

First time on the beach 

What Sophia will wear here depends on if she made the “bikini deal” with her son on day 14 or not. If she 
made it, her bikini will be more revealing. 

After everyone has changed and spend some time in the water, there’ll be two different courses from here 
on. Also depending on Sophia’s decision from day 4, Dylan will either return all alone to the towels or he’ll 
stay in the water and keeps playing with his dad. 

If Sophia didn’t remind Dylan to lock the door again on day 4 and Ellie saw Dylan naked, she’ll be out for 
revenge. It turns out that she’s put some Viagra pills into the burger which she brought Dylan from the 
burger place and the effect set in now. 

Sooner or later, Sophia will take Dylan to the changing booths, so that he can take care of his “little 
problem”. 

After around 30 minutes, she will return and tell him that they are about to leave and ask him how’s it going. 
Dylan’s boner doesn’t want to ease up. Here it depends on what Sophia’s wearing. If she’s wearing the less 
revealing bikini, she takes Dylan to the car and gives him the advice that with distraction the effect of the 
Viagra will ease up, and they drive home (Dylan’s boner will ease up on the way). If she’s wearing the more 
revealing bikini, she’ll enter his booth and talk with him. 

Dylan will ask her to stay in his booth and serve him as a “visual stimulation” for his “hand relief”. To accept, 
Sophia needs 23 relationship points with him and will get Dylan +1. Otherwise she’ll do the same like if 
she’d wear the less revealing bikini. 



But seeing his mom in the bikini isn’t enough for Dylan to get to climax and the clock’s ticking. He asks his 
mom to showing him a little bit of her pubic hair. To agree, Sophia needs min. 34 Filthy points! If she does, 
she’ll get Dylan +2 and Filthy +2. If she refuses, she’ll get Good Wife +2. 

Back home again, Sophia will have a word with Ellie about her prank. 

 

Getting ready for the night at the casino 

While watching Liam playing basketball with Dylan and Sam from her balcony, Sophia lets some things run 
through her head. 

If she has a full relationship with Sam, that means 29 points, she’ll hear Sam tell Liam and Dylan that he 
needs a short break and wants to get a Sprite out of their fridge because allegedly they only have water at 
home. Sophia has an assumption and can leave her bedroom door open or close it. 

If she leaves it open, she’ll notice Sam watching her secretly. To tease him again, she needs min. 34 Filthy 
points and will get Sam +1 and Filthy +1. If she gets rid of him, she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

 

At the casino 

When Sophia’s playing roulette, a well-dressed gentleman will join her and start flirting with her in a 
charming way. If she’s more filthy than good wife, she can allow the flirting (Filthy +1) or stop him (Good 
Wife +1). 

After she wins 2,000 bucks, she wants to drive back home. But Liam wants to keep gambling. He tells her to 
drive home and he’ll follow soon. If Sophia didn’t tell the guys in the sauna that she and Patricia are married, 
she will automatically tell Liam that she’s going for a night out with her sister and daughter. Otherwise she 
can decide either to force him to drive home with her right now and have sex with her, or to believe him 
that he’ll follow soon and drive home. Attention: these decisions will have an impact on the further 
course of the story! 

If Sophia forces Liam to stop right now, they’ll drive home and have sex in the shower. If Sophia is more 
filthy than good wife, she’ll only get Good Wife +5; otherwise she’ll get Good Wife +15. Liam will 
agree to have another baby afterwards but wants to have his sperm checked first, just to be sure. Depending 
on Sophia’s decisions before (if she had oral sex with him or not and if she forgave him completely), the 
dialogues will be a little bit different. 

If Sophia drives home and waits for him, Liam returns very late and has gotten into serious debt. He now 
owes the casino one-third of the value of their house, and to top it off, the owner of the casino is a big 
mobster named Tony Morello. They only have three months to pay back the money or they’ll lose their 
house. 

 



At the club 

Right at the beginning, Sophia can decide what she’d like to drink. Either an alcohol-free rainbow cocktail 
or a Mai Tai (with alcohol). 

If she takes the rainbow cocktail, they will dance with the guys and chat a little bit afterwards. Nothing really 
exciting will happen and they’ll drive home. 

If she takes the Mai Tai, they’ll go dancing but Sophia will let herself go more. Tyler notices this and tries 
his luck with her by approaching and touching her hips. She needs min. 35 Filthy points to allow it and flirt 
with him on the dance floor. She’ll get Filthy +1 for that. Otherwise she’ll get Good Wife +1. 

Regardless of what she decides, they’ll return to their table afterwards and chat. They’ll come to the topic 
music and after some arguments about lyrics, Logan will offer a bet. A little quiz to prove that they know 
more about the music of Sophia and Patricia’s time than the women know about modern music. The losers 
have to fulfill the winner’s request or pay for all of the drinks on this night and the next time they’re out. 

There are three possible outcomes: 

1. The women win. For this to happen, Patricia has to answer all three questions correctly. The sisters will 
come up with a funny punishment for Kevin and Logan. The night out ends afterwards. 

2. If Patricia gives 2 right answers, it’s a draw and everyone just pays for their own drinks. Afterwards Patricia 
goes back out on the dance floor with Kevin, while the others stay at the table. 

3. The women lose if Patricia answers zero or only one question correctly. Logan requests that the women 
kiss each other. As far as the guys know they’re just friends, so it shouldn’t be a big deal. While Sophia of 
course would rather pay for the drinks than kiss her own sister, Patricia on the other hand wouldn’t mind.  

If Sophia has min. 6 lesbian points and 4 points with Patricia, she can be indecisive. This will lead to Patricia 
taking initiative and kissing her. Sophia gets Lesbian Temptation +1 and Patricia +1. Otherwise she 
refuses and Patricia goes out to dance with Kevin again. 

If Patricia and Sophia are kissing, Patricia will try to French kiss Sophia. With min. 11 lesbian points and 8 
points with Patricia, she can allow it and get Lesbian Temptation +2 and Patricia +2. Afterwards, 
Patricia will go out to dance with Kevin again, while the rest of them stay at the table. 

 

After Patricia and Kevin go out to dance again: 

If Sophia turned Tyler down on the dance floor: He’ll have an ordinary chat with her, and then the girls will 
take a cab home. 

If Sophia allowed Tyler’s advances on the dance floor: He’ll move closer and will start flirting with her. Then 
he’ll move as close as possible and start kissing her neck. 

Finally, he will caress her legs. Sophia can allow it and get Filthy +1. Or stop him and get Good Wife 
+1. The night out then ends, with the girls taking a cab home. 



If she allows Tyler’s hand on her leg, he will move it up even higher in the direction of her panties. If Sophia 
has min. 39 Filthy points, she can let him continue and get Filthy +2. Or stop him and get Good Wife 
+1. 

In any event, Patricia will come and interrupt them. The night out ends here in any case. 

 

Back from the club 

Depending on Sophia’s decisions in the club, she will have a conversation in the entrance hall with her sister 
and daughter. 

If Sophia kissed her sister, Ellie will think that it was very cool of them to go that far just so as not to blow 
their cover. Sophia will get Ellie +1. 

If Sophia French kissed her sister, she can tell her that she thought it was nice, for which she’ll get Lesbian 
Temptation +1 and Patricia +2. 

 

Sophia will go upstairs to Liam and find out that they now owe the casino one-third of the value of their 
house. 

 

 

 

Day 17 (Tuesday) (Playable Day 10/30!) 
(Morning) 

Morning shower alone or with Ellie again 

1a) If Sophia had Sex with Liam the night before and didn’t shower with Ellie on day 14: She’ll shower 
alone and goes down to the kitchen. 

1b) If Sophia had Sex with Liam the night before and showered with Ellie on day 14: She’ll shower with 
her again and goes down to the kitchen. 

2a) If Sophia didn’t have Sex with Liam the night before and didn’t shower with Ellie on day 14: She’ll 
shower alone and goes down to the kitchen. 

2b) If Sophia didn’t have Sex with Liam the night before and showered with Ellie on day 14: Sophia tries 

to masturbate but Ellie will interrupt her (again). Sophia can ask Ellie what she wanted and get Ellie +1. 
Otherwise the showering will be over. 



If Sophia wasn’t in the club the night before: The showering with Ellie will be over pretty quick. 

Otherwise: They talk about their girls’ night out. If Sophia let Tyler do anything with her, they’ll talk in more 
precise about it. 

 If Sophia didn’t kiss Patricia: End of showering. 

 If she kissed Patricia: They keep chatting. 

Ellie will finally ask her mom if they could look at each other while showering. If Sophia agrees 
she’ll get Ellie +2 and it goes on. If Ellie took vengeance on Dylan on the beach the day 
before, they will have an interesting conversation about him. 

 

Then Ellie will ask her mom how she thinks of her breasts. If Sophia tells her that she’s got 
very beautiful breasts, she’ll get Ellie +2 and they keep talking about that topic. 

 

Then Ellie will ask her mom how often she shaves. Sophia can tell her and get Ellie +1. 

  

Ellie’s interested in if her dad is good in bed. Sophia can tell her the truth and get Ellie +1. 

Very Important: Only if Ellie caught Sophia watching a porn and playing 
with herself on day 11, this storyline continues! 

Because only then Ellie understands and learns, that her parents don’t sleep with each other 
that often anymore. And this is also why her mom’s masturbating more often recently. For 
telling her daughter that, Sophia will get another essential Ellie +1 point! 

   

 

Literature (1st lesson) 

Sophia will wear a buttoned high-class business style, either with a bra underneath or without (if she 
accepted Aiden’s first task). 

Emma will change the classes, doesn’t matter if Sophia approached her or not! But her storyline will still go 
on! 

If Sophia took Emma on the shopping tour with Ellie on day 13, Emma will be dressed trendier and already 
had found some new friends. 

If Sophia didn’t accept Aiden’s first task: A regular first literature lesson. 

If Sophia accepted Aiden’s first task: Aiden will call Sophia to his table and tell her to unbutton her blouse 
to prove that she’s really not wearing a bra underneath. To do it she needs min. 39 Filthy points for what 



she’d get Filthy +1. Otherwise she can refuse and send Dylan (and Zac) to a boarding school and get 

Good Wife +1. 

 

1st Recess 

If Sophia accepted a second date with Mr. Bennet, he’ll remind her about it in the faculty lounge. 

 

Talking with Emma (and Aiden) after 2nd literature lesson 

If Sophia didn’t bond with Emma: Sophia just wishes her the very best of luck in her new class. 

Otherwise: Emma will kiss Sophia on the mouth out of excitement. If Sophia has min. 6 lesbian points, she 
can be cool with it and get Lesbian Temptation +1. This will ensure their friendly relationship! 

 

Aiden will tell Sophia her second task (wearing a sexy dress plus an additional task during class). To accept 
it she needs min. 41 Filthy points for what she’d get Filthy +1. Otherwise she can refuse and send Dylan 

(and Zac) to a boarding school and get Good Wife +1. 

 

 

Back home after work 

If Sophia watched Nathalie getting changed and also watched her while she was cleaning in the living room 
on day 4, there will be a surprising event to get Lesbian Temptation +2. But only if Sophia has min. 12 
lesbian points! 

 

 

 

(Noon) 

Sophia will talk with Alyssa and Patricia on phone about the situation. She’ll get a phone call from the casino 
owner and mafia boss, Mr. Tony Morello, who’ll invite her to come to the casino the next evening, to talk 
with her and her husband about their debts. 

Noon activities if Sophia refused the deal with Aiden 
Thanks to Carl, they find a great boarding school for Dylan and Zac. Sophia will talk with Alyssa and with 
Dylan about it. 



If Sophia made the “bikini-deal” with Dylan, she will call Sam’s mom Amber and they will join their kids at 
the pool 

Here it’ll come to a “chicken-fight” game. To reach the end of this event, Sophia needs min. 15 relationship 
points with Sam. 

At the end Sophia needs min. 29 relationship points with Sam, to get a special conversation with him. 

Afterwards, Sophia drives to the tanning salon. 

 

 

Noon activities if Sophia accepted the deal with Aiden 
Sophia thinks about trying out the jacuzzi finally but it seems it isn’t installed yet. So, she has no other 
choice than to relax in her tub instead. In the meantime, Dylan returns home from school and Sophia has 
an important talk with him about Aiden, which reveals more about Dylan’s attitudes. 

 

Relaxing in the tub as a “jacuzzi substitute” 

If Sophia made the “bikini-deal” with Dylan, he will knock at the door while she’s relaxing in the tub and ask 
to join her. To allow it, Sophia had to stay in his fitting room and let him masturbate in front of her (check 
the beach event on day 16!). Additionally, she needs 26 relationship points with him! If these conditions are 
true, she’ll get Dylan +1. 

Otherwise afterwards, Sophia will go with her sister shopping to look for a sexy dress for Aiden’s task. 

 

With Dylan’s foot massage in the tub, if Sophia has min. 41 Filthy points, she can ignore his boner pressing 
against her foot and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or stop and get Good Wife +1. 

 

Sophia offers to drive Dylan to the mall and buy him some video games plus the new game console. 

During the ride, Sophia can pull her skirt up and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or not and get Good 
Wife +1. 

 

In the mall with Dylan 

Sophia will allow Dylan to come with her inside the fitting room, because she promised him on day 14 that 
he can watch her getting dressed once. 

 



Later Dylan will have another talk with his mom where he’ll ask her again to show him her breasts. 

Finally, Sophia can decide to show him her breasts for “educational purposes” and get Dylan +2 and 

Filthy +2. But for that she needs min. 42 Filthy points and 29 relationship points with her son. Or she can 

think that this is absolutely taboo and get Good Wife +2. 

 

Additionally, she can lift her skirt up in the fitting room and get Dylan +1. 

 

After Dylan’s deepest desire is finally satisfied, they will talk in the boutique. Dylan remembers the incident 
from Day 2 and asks his mom about “bikini fashion modeling”. For that he’ll buy her bikinis as a gift with 
his own money. Because Sophia feels much more comfortable now wearing bikinis in her son's presence, 
she accepts.  

If Sophia has all 30 relationship points with Sam, she can ask Dylan about inviting him as well to their little 
bikini fashion show. This way it would be fairer. 

But in the end, Dylan decides about that. This decision is important for Dylan’s attitude towards his mom 
with other guys! Sophia won’t get any points with Sam, but he will remember this event. 

 

If Dylan accepts and Sophia pushed him to tell her what his buddies are talking about her behind her back, 
she’ll finally learn what “MILF” means. Plus, if she didn’t have sex with her husband the night before, she 
will have the option to be turned on by those filthy thoughts of the guys and get Filthy +2. Or not and 

get Good Wife +2. 

 

 

(Afternoon) 

Fashion show Version A (for Dylan and Sam) 

(Sophia won’t get any points with Sam here! This event is more for Dylan’s character development.) 

Dylan bought 4 bikinis for his mom, which she will showcase one at a time. 

 

With the 2nd bikini, her pubes will poke out up top a little bit. She can tell the boys and get Filthy +1. Or 

conceal it and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

Dylan asks for a lewd pose. Do it (min. 40 filthy points required) and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or 

refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 



Then Sam asks about feeling the 2nd bikini fabric. Dylan decides about that. This decision is important for 
Dylan’s attitude towards his mom with other guys! 

Dylan asks his mom to bend forward. Do it (min. 43 filthy points required) and get Dylan +1 and Filthy 
+1. Or refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

At the end of the presentation of the 2nd bikini, Sophia will get the option to tease the guys with an extra 
pose. She’ll get Filthy +1 for that. 

 

The 3rd bikini will be much more revealing, and Sophia can decide to show up in front of the guys in it (min. 
46 filthy points required), for which she gets Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or she can refuse and get Good 
Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

Dylan will ask his mom about touching her butt. She can do it and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or she 

can refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

If Dylan allowed Sam to touch his moms 2nd bikini, then Sam wants also to feel the 3rd. Sophia can allow it 
and get Filthy +1. Or refuse and get Good Wife +1. 

If Sophia allows Sam touching the 3rd bikini, Dylan will get in and touch her thong. She can let him and get 
Filthy +1. Or take his hand away and get Good Wife +1. 

If Sophia let Dylan touch her thong, she’ll notice that the boys will stare at her crotch. She can cover it and 
get Good Wife +1. Or tolerate and get Filthy +1. 

 

The 4th bikini will be a semi-transparent one-piece. If Sophia shows up in it (min. 52 filthy points required) 
she’ll get Dylan +2 and Filthy +2. Otherwise the show’s over and Sophia gets Good Wife +2. 

If Sam was allowed to touch the bikini fabric before, he’ll get the chance with this one, too. 

 

After the “bikini fashion show”, Sophia will drive to the tanning salon. 

 

Fashion show Version B (for Dylan only) 

Dylan bought 4 bikinis for his mom, which she will showcase one at a time. 

With the 2nd bikini, her pubes will poke out up top a little bit. She can tell her son and get Filthy +1. Or 

conceal it and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

Dylan asks for a lewd pose. Do it (min. 40 filthy points required) and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or 

refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 



Dylan will ask once again about taking pictures and Sophia will let him in the end, with the condition that 
he deletes them afterwards. 

Dylan asks his mom to bend forward. Do it (min. 43 filthy points required) and get Dylan +1 and Filthy 
+1. Or refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

 

The 3rd bikini will be much more revealing, and Sophia can decide to show up in it (min. 46 filthy points 
required), for which she gets Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or she can refuse and get Good Wife +1, which 
means the end of the show. 

Dylan will ask his mom about touching her butt. She can do it and get Dylan +1 and Filthy +1. Or she 

can refuse and get Good Wife +1, which means the end of the show. 

Dylan will ask his mom about touching her breast. She can do it and get Filthy +2. Or she can refuse and 

get Good Wife +2, which means the end of the show. 

Dylan will ask his mom about a more daring pose. She can do it and get Filthy +2. Or she can refuse and 

get Good Wife +2, which means the end of the show. 

 

The 4th bikini will be a semi-transparent one-piece. If Sophia shows up in it (min. 52 filthy points required) 
she’ll get Dylan +2 and Filthy +2. Otherwise the show’s over and Sophia gets Good Wife +2. 

After the “bikini fashion show” they’ll look at the pictures in Dylan’s room. 

 

Then Sophia will drive to the tanning salon. 

 

 

Briefly shopping with Patricia (only possible if Sophia continues Aiden’s blackmail story + if she 
refused Dylan or wasn’t relaxing with him in the tub!) 

Patricia just helps Sophia to find some sexy clothes. Afterwards, Sophia will drive to the tanning salon. 

 

At the tanning salon 

Sophia will surprisingly meet Zac, Alyssa’s son, who’s working there. Zac will keep the salon open after the 
normal closing time for Sophia. 

Sophia will get the chance to tell Zac her actual nipple color. She’ll get Filthy +1 for that. Or not and get 

Good Wife +1. 



If Sophia accepted Bennett’s second date, she’ll get a message from him with the restaurant and the time. 

 

Attention: Sophia will only get the chance to approach Zac here, if she 1) continues Aiden’s blackmail story. 
2) If she became good friends with Alyssa before. 

If this is the case: Sophia will get the chance to accept Zac’s help with the lid of the tanning bed and get 
Filthy +1 for that. Or she can keep trying to open the lid by herself and get Good Wife +1. 

Then she has the choice to either allow Zac to stay in the room and get Filthy +1 for that. Or not and get 

Good Wife +1. 

 

Afterwards, Sophia will drive Zac home. 

 

Attention: Zac will only ask Sophia to come inside under the same condition as before! That is, 1) 
Continuing Aiden’s blackmail story. 2) If she became good friends with Alyssa before. 

 

In Alyssa’s apartment, Sophia can decide either A) to let Alyssa stay in her bathrobe, for which she’ll get 
Lesbian Temptation +1. Or B) tell her to change. Option A is advisable if you’d like to develop the 
relationship with her further! Because only then will Sophia get the chance to share private secrets with her.  
Plus she admires her breasts when Alyssa’s towel slips down a little bit. 

 

 

(Evening) 

Back home from the tanning salon 

Sophia will talk with her husband about stuff like the casino debt and Dylan’s problems with Aiden. 

Only if Sophia continues Aiden’s blackmail story, she can accept her husband’s proposal of letting Dylan 
practice self-defense with an ex-Navy SEAL. This decision will be important later in the game. Especially for 
a bonus side story! 

 

 

Relaxing in front of the TV (If Sophia blew off Dylan’s teacher, Mr. Bennett) 

Sophia will talk with Dylan about the self-defense training. 

Then Ellie will come home, and if Sophia showered with her this morning and they looked at each other, 
they will take another shower together. 



 

2nd Dinner with Dylan’s teacher, Mr. Bennett 

Mr. Bennett will demand that Sophia take her panties off during the dinner. Sophia can do it (if F > GW) 
and get Filthy +1 for that. Or refuse (Good Wife +1) and drive home, which will be the end of this 
storyline! 

 

Mr. Bennett will want to prove to Sophia that his dick is as big as his ego and presses her bare foot against 
his manhood. Sophia can calm down afterwards and get Filthy +1. Or tell him to go to hell and drive 

home (Good Wife +1), which will be the end of this storyline! 

 

Back home, Sophia will talk with Dylan about the self-defense training and then relax with Ellie in front of 
the TV in the living room. If Sophia showered with her this morning and they looked at each other, they will 
take another shower together. 

 

 

Taking a shower with Ellie before bed 

Ellie will suggest they use the central showerhead. If Sophia accepts, she’ll get Ellie +1. 

If Sophia allows Ellie to soap up her butt, she’ll get Ellie +1. 

If Sophia French-kissed her sister, she can admit it, whereupon Ellie will ask to experience the same thing 
with her. Here the dialogues are a little bit different, depending on if Ellie and Julia kissed each other at the 
pool on day 15. If Sophia kisses her daughter (Ellie min. 22!), she’ll get Ellie +2. 

Ellie will start to caress her mom’s bottom. Sophia can let her do it and get Ellie +1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 18 (Wed.) (Playable Day 11/30!) 
(Morning) 

Breakfast in bed with Dylan 

If the bikini fashion show took place the day before, Dylan will surprise his mom with a breakfast in bed. 

Afterwards, Dylan asks if they can change together. If Sophia allows it, she’ll get Dylan +1. 

Dylan will have the chance to peep on his mom through the mirror. But further than seeing her breasts you 
shouldn’t go or Sophia will catch her son and she’ll lose 20 relationship points with him! 

Otherwise, Sophia has the option to ask her son to help her with the bra. This will bring her Dylan +1. 

If she allows him to feel the fabric of her lingerie, she’ll get another Dylan +1. 

 

 

Biology class 

If Aiden’s deal was rejected, Sophia will just teach a regular lesson, wearing an ordinary office dress. 

Otherwise, Aiden will call her over to his table and ask her to lift her skirt. She can do it (if F > GW) and get 
Filthy +1. Or cancel the deal and get Good Wife +1. 

 

Aiden wants her to show her panties also to the rest of the class. If she does it: Filthy +2. 

If cancel the deal: Good Wife +2. 

 

If Sophia didn’t cancel Aiden’s deal, she’ll have the option of a special dialogue with Zac Price after class. 
But only if she let him stay in her booth in the tanning salon the day before. If Sophia had a conversation 
with Alyssa at her place the day before while she was wearing a towel and shared private secrets with her, 
then she will have some special thoughts about Zac. 

 

If Sophia was cool with Emma kissing her the day before, she will appear and talk with her favorite teacher. 

If Sophia has min. 31 relationship points with Dylan (at least showed him her breasts), she has the 
option to hook Emma up with him. She’ll pick her up the next day after school, so that she can tutor her 
son in physics. This option is only available, if Sophia fulfilled Aiden’s 2nd task! You have this chance 
only this time! This is the only way to continue Emma’s storyline but on the other hand it will end 
Dylan’s storyline! 



Relaxing by the pool 

If Sophia reported the “subway thugs”, a police officer will call her and tell her the good new that they found 
and busted them! 

By the pool, Sophia will play a little bit with herself but will get interrupted by a noise from the neighboring 
garden. She can either find out who’s there or just ignoring it and keep relaxing. 

It turns out that it’s Sam, who’s allegedly learning in his treehouse. If Sophia has full relationship points with 
him (30) she can allow him to come over which brings her Sam +1. 

 

Sam will ask his MILF neighbor if she liked the way he was sitting behind her during their cello lesson. If 
Sophia says yes, she’ll get Sam +1. 

 

Sam admits to Sophia that he had a dream about her last night. If Sophia wants to know more about it she’ll 
get Sam +1. 

 

After Sam admitted that he has some serious feelings for Sophia, he will ask if she’d be his girlfriend in 
“another life”. If Sophia says yes, she’ll get Sam +2. 

 

 

Ellie asks Dylan for help with her laptop (bonus storyline) 

Only takes place if Sophia didn’t remember Dylan to lock the door on day 4, so that Ellie saw him naked 
and took vengeance on the beach by secretly putting Viagra in his burger. Plus, Sophia had to fulfill Aiden’s 
1st task. If she didn’t fulfill his 2nd task this morning, this event will still take place, but there won’t be 
any sequel later! 

 

 

2nd side job - Interview with Ava Myers plus 1st workday 

Mrs. Myers tells Sophia that she’s home schooling her kids (3 sons and an older daughter, who’s currently 
in Japan). Since Sophia is a teacher herself, Mrs. Myers will ask her, instead of helping checking the master 
theses, to educate her 3 boys as her representative in biology, geography and literature. 

During biology class, it’ll turn out, that Mrs. Myers educates her kids strict catholically. Well, at least, what 
concerns girls and sex. So, her boys have no clue of anything for that matter. 

Sophia can either persuade Mrs. Myers to teach her boys sex ed, or just don’t interfere in their business. 


